
Enjoy	the	Holidays
And	be	sure	to	put	our	Christmas	Brown	Bag	Luncheon	

on	your	calendar	for	December	20	at	11:30.		Bring	a	

gift	for	the	Chinese	Auction.

									

SAILers have more fun!

 Trinity Episcopal Church, along with its pastor, G.T. Schramm, was the recipient of SAIL's 

2019 Community Service Award.  The award was presented at SAIL's Annual Meeting on 

Friday, November 8, 2019, in Trinity's fellowship hall.  SAIL member Jean Neely nominated 

Rev. Schramm for the award, saying, “I can't imagine any organization that would qualify 

more than the church.  They allowed us to use their of�ice, the parlor, the fellowship hall and 

kitchen for free until the past few years.”  According to SAIL President Carolyn Rodis who 

presented the award, “Trinity has been with SAIL 

since the beginning.  Actually since before the beginning, when we were in the 

planning stage and looking for a place to start.  G.T. facilitated the formation of 

SAIL.”  Trinity's Senior Warden Tom Miller accepted the award for Rev. Schramm, 

who was out of town at the time. 

 

 Over 60 SAIL members and friends attended the meeting where they enjoyed a 

luncheon professionally catered by Carol Sanders.  During the business meeting, 

board members presented their reports about the successes being realized by the 

SAIL organization.  Another highlight of the program was the election of four new 

SAIL Board Members: Susan Kern, Esther Murphy, Monte Cole, and Joe Adams.

SAIL	Community	Service	Award	and	Annual	Meeting

Tom Miller and President Carolyn Rodis

Delicious food for all - Elinor Ross and 
Hal Snyder at the head of the line.
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Active	Sailers
Fall Picnic

SAILers met at Morgan's Grove Park for the annual fall picnic on Sunday, September 29, 2019.

Over 40 members and friends enjoyed wonderful weather, outstanding food, and great discussions. Eleanor Finn and her support team ensured the picnic was carried off without a hitch!

Linda O'Brien, Beth Young, and Diane Kradel

At the food table.

John and Helen Burns 

Howard Wachtel, Marie Tyler-McGraw, and Dan VanBelleghem

Marianne Alexander, Tim Murphy, & David Rampy

Welcome to new members Phil Post, Sally Ravenburgh, Linda and Stewart Smith, Rebecca and Steve Ayraud, 

Tom Miller and Carrie Singer. We now number 105 members, illustrating again how relevant and valuable we 

are to the Shepherdstown community. A group of SAILers and community members met in November to 

explore end-of –life planning. Please see page 4 for an article about the workshops.

Thank you to our retiring board members Catherine Irwin, Cathy Lewis and Carl Moore. Catherine will 

continue to volunteer as chair of the Fundraising Committee. Cathy Lewis has served as our secretary.  Special 

thanks to Carl Moore, who has served as our treasurer for the past 7 years.

We have a dedicated corps of volunteers ready to assist. At the annual meeting we heard powerful praise for 

one of our volunteers by a SAILer who bene�itted from that help. If you have had experiences with SAIL 

volunteers that you would like to share, and perhaps have posted on our website, please call or send an email to 

the of�ice with your comments.

I was pleased to see so many of you at our November annual meeting. We had a record turnout. We heard 

committee reports and elected new members to the Board of Directors. Welcome to new board members Joe 

Adams, Monte Cole, Susan Kern and Esther Murphy!

As you know, SAIL is working to hire a part-time Executive Director. Please watch your email for an 

announcement of the position.

I am reaching the end of my second term on the Board of Directors. Our new of�icers will be elected at our 

December board meeting. I will continue to attend board meetings as Immediate Past President.

It has been exciting and rewarding to serve SAIL as President for the past three years.  SAIL will be in good 

hands going forward.

President's Column
By Carolyn Rodis

New Board members L-R Susan Kern, Esther Murphy, Monte Cole and Joe Adams
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SAILers met at Morgan's Grove Park for the annual fall picnic on Sunday, 

September 29, 2019.

Active	SAILers
Fall Picnic

Over 40 members and friends enjoyed wonderful weather, outstanding food, 

and great discussions. Eleanor Finn and her support team ensured the 

picnic was carried off without a hitch!

 

Marianne Alexander, Tim Murphy, 
& David Rampy

Linda O'Brien, Beth Young, and Diane Kradel

John and Helen Burns Howard Wachtel, Marie Tyler-McGraw, 
and Dan VanBelleghem

Attendees at the September Luncheon were treated to a very interesting, 

informative, and useful brie�ing by Shepherdstown Pharmacy owner Kristine 

Knott.  The 30 plus SAIL attendees were presented with a wide variety of facts 

and “tips” about medications, vaccinations, and related medical issues.

Brown Bag Luncheons

SAIL October Brown Bag Luncheon:

Nearly 40 SAIL members and friends were treated to an interesting and highly 

informative presentation in the Trinity Episcopal 

Fellowship Hall.  SAIL members Catherine Irwin 

and Dan VanBelleghem provided a brie�ing about 

their attendance and participation in the annual 

Village to Village National Conference held in 

Chicago in September.  Dan and Catherine had 

delivered a presentation at the national conference about SAIL's Intergenerational 

Story Telling Program.  They expressed their appreciation to Marianne Alexander 

and Monte Cole for their support in helping with the presentation.   

The November Brown Bag Luncheon was the Annual Meeting, reported on page 1.

Eleanor Finn and her support team ensured attendees didn't go away hungry!

By Jack Young

SAIL September Brown Bag Luncheon:

Kristine Knott

	

Presenter Dan VanBelleghem

Presenter Catherine Irwin    	
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At our �irst 90 minute session, Lawyer Frank Hill gave us a crash course on estate planning (wills, living wills, 

power of attorney, medical power of attorney) as well as information to give to friends and/or family members 

whom you chose to be named as agents in a living will or executor of your estate.

The Final Transition:  End of Life Seminar
By Jane Tuckerman

As I leave our �inal session on the End of Life Seminar, I realize that I had no idea how complicated our �inal 

transition (aka dying) could be. No one can argue against the workshop's title, “We Are All Mortal.”  The 

question is how we participate in this �inal transition. And most important, how will we talk to friends and 

family about what we want to happen at the end?

The three presenters gave us more than enough information and advice needed to plan for our �inal transition. 

And at every session SAIL members shared ideas for talking with friends and family about what we want to 

happen at the end.

Mercedes de la Cruz (Hospice of the 

Panhandle) presented “Hospice Myths and 

Realities” at our second session beginning 

with the myth that “Hospice is a place” and 

ending with another myth, “Hospice means 

giving up hope.” I left with several 

handouts to furthe rexplain a new and 

growing vocabulary such as a POST Form 

(Physician Orders for Scope of Treatment) 

and a DNR Card (Do Not Resuscitate). 

Questions from this session were about 

speci�ic directives regarding our physical decline.

Just	in	case	you'll	be	spending	the	holidays	with	the	little	ones,	here	are	some	jokes	for	them!

Why do birds �ly South in the winter?  It's easier than walking.

	

What do you call a witch who lives by the seashore?  A sandwich.

Stephen Hedges, Preplanning Consultant, 

Brown Funeral Home, was our �inal 

presenter with handouts of descriptions 

and cost estimates on a variety of funeral 

services. Do you want a memorial service? 

Or not? Who will speak? What should they 

say?

What goes 99-clomp, 99-clomp, 99-clomp?  A centipede with a wooden leg.

What kind of shorts do clouds wear?  Thunderware.

Lighter	Side

	

Why do �ish live in salt water?  Pepper would make them sneeze.

Frank Hill explains a form to Jane Tuckerman
while Bill Brown looks on.

Monty Cole displays one of the handouts 
given by Eden Miller and Mercedes 
de la Cruz

Linda O’Brien
Steven Hedges
Monty Cole

Workshop leader Carolyn Rodis
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Cassie Bosley has been leading a T'ai Chi class at the Episcopal Chapel every Tuesday 

for years.  This fall, she opened a new class for rank beginners on Thursdays.  If 

you've never taken T'ai Chi and would like to start, please join them on Thursdays at 

9:30.  It's a wonderful way to improve your balance.  

T'ai Chi

Cassie Bosley leads SAILers Catherine Irwin, Marianne Alexander, Carolee Youngblood, Carolyn Kerr, and Winnie 

McGarty in T'ai Chi.

The Three SAIL Ice Cream Amigos may have “commandeered” control of Nutters to satisfy their  own 

uncontrollable ice cream appetites !!

The Sharpsburg Police are investigating - - more at 11 !!

                     “Hear This” at Byrd Center

Amigos Strike Again

	

SAIL was able to take its message of storytelling across generations to the public this 

fall at two different venues.  SAIL president Carolyn Rodis presided and SAIL 

members Betty Snyder and Jerry Thomas participated in a panel discussion at the 

Shepherd University Byrd Center, while Marie Tyler-McGraw led a similar panel at the 

Martinsburg Library.  The panels discussed the aims and bene�its of the program.  A 

culminating event will be held this coming spring.

SAIL Member Authors Book
	

 While we're talking about Betty Snyder, we should mention that she recently 

published her new novel, “The Truest Color.” Her book traces the lives of three 

generations during the time of slavery, the Civil War, and the Post-Civil War 

period.  The characters combat the social issues of slave ownership, interracial 

marriage and family loyalty. The geographical setting is in the Virginia-West 

Virginia locale.  Congratulations, Betty.  And if any other SAIL members have 

similar accomplishments, we would be pleased to include them in our 

newsletter!

Cassie Bosley leads SAILers Catherine Irwin, Marianne Alexander, Carolee Youngblood, Carolyn Kerr, and Winnie McGarty in T'ai Chi.

Panel members Betty Snyder, Caitlyn Sheets, 

a 2019 Shepherd graduate, Dr. Keith Alexander, 

and Dr. Jerry Thomas

Betty Snyder at her recent 
book signing event.

Amigos Jack Young, Duane Alexander and Hal Snyder
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Coffee	and	Conversation   

Lunches are held at the Episcopal Church hall, starting at 11:30 

Friday, January 17:  Monte Cole will speak on how to use our technology to improve 

our health.

	 Friday, December 20:  Christmas Luncheon.  Bring a gift for the Chinese Auction!

	 Friday, February 21:  Speaker to be announced.

Jack Young continues to host Coffee and Conversation at his home, 260 S. Tamarac Drive, 

Shepherdstown, to introduce prospective members to SAIL.  If you know of someone who 

would bene�it by being a member of SAIL, please invite them to join us.  Call Linda O'Brien at 

the of�ice, 304-870-7245, to register.  Meetings are held at 10:30.

December 18, Wednesday

Regularly	Scheduled	Activities

February 19, Wednesday

Lunch	Bunch	

January 23, Thursday

Brown	Bag	Lunches		

	 January 21

	 December 17

Walking	Group	

The beginners group meets on Thursdays at 9:30 at Trinity Chapel.

Trivia		

Balance	Class

Nan Johnson tells us that kayaking is over for the winter.  Watch for an announcement in the spring.

	 February 18

“SAILers Have More Fun” is the name of our team that competes on the third Tuesday of each month for Trivia held 

at the Rumsey Tavern in the Clarion Hotel. The game starts at 7:00 pm, but many of us have dinner beforehand.  

The game is over before 9:00. Most of all, we just have a good social time together! For more information, contact 

John Burns 304-876-9146.

 The balance class meets on Fridays at 10:00 at the Shepherd University Wellness Center.

Marlene Gallo is hosting our Lunch Bunch. To make your reservation, contact Marlene at 

mgallo3182@hotmail.com or call 315-480-3792. Please tell Marlene if you would like to carpool – it's always more 

fun!

Margie Knott tells us that the walking group, which meets every Tuesday, will gather at 1:00 through the 

winter months at the large parking lot of the C&O Towpath.

The advanced class meets on Tuesdays at 9:00 also at Trinity Chapel.

T'ai	Chi 

Kayaking

Eleanor Finn
arranges our
BBL’s. Thank 
you
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Research has shown that feeling emotionally supported through social connections predicts better cognitive 

functioning years later.  On the other hand, some behavior intended as supportive may undermine con�idence, 

increase dependency, and contribute to negative health outcomes. Studies suggest that “visible” support, such as 

direct advice, may be experienced as deleterious, whereas more “invisible” or indirect support may be more 

helpful.  Conversely, some support initially experienced as “negative” may actually be helpful; for example, some 

types of demands by spouses seem to serve as constructive cognitive challenges, and others can directly enhance 

healthy behaviors (e.g. reminders about diet changes or going to doctor appointments).  The key factor is likely the 

overall quality of relationships- those experienced as overall positive serve as a bene�icial resource, whereas 

negative relationships are stressors tied to poorer outcomes.   

A recent study looked at complicated issues concerning social relationships and a key health concern for seniors:  

age-related memory decline. This longitudinal study of over ten thousand people examined which aspects of social 

engagement predict memory decline over a six-year period.  The researchers were sensitive to the complexity of 

“social relations” and attempted to tease out which facets protected cognitive health. There isn't space here to 

discuss all results, but I see the following as primary take-away messages:

2.  The researchers offer likely “pathways” for these social contributions to our physiological functioning: 

First, relationships serve as cognitive stimulation.  The mental activity of communicating, considering 

others' needs in problem solving, or simply conversing regularly provides important cognitive stimulation. 

Further, some social partners support brain health by encouraging physical activities that many aren't 

likely to do without social prompting.  

4.  Importantly, it was not the size of one's network (number of friends or groups) that was predictive, but the 

frequency of contacts.  

The authors acknowledge that their research doesn't prove causality.  We can't be sure that relationship contacts 

cause better memory outcomes; indeed, it's conceivable that people with better cognitive functioning initiate and 

maintain more frequent social contact, for example.  However, the researchers used sophisticated statistical 

methods examining this “directionality” issue, and they believe their results support high frequency, constructive 

social interactions as the “active ingredients” in protecting cognitive functioning. 

Source:   Zahodne, Laura and others (2019) “Social Relations and Age-Related Change in Memory;” Psychology and Aging.

1.  There were two key predictors of higher levels of memory functioning at the beginning of the study and 

slower rates of decline at the conclusion: being married and having more frequent contact with friends and 

other “network” members.  However, it may not be marriage, per se, that is critical - other research showed 

that both single and married men who lived with others had less decline than those who lived alone, 

implying that it's ongoing frequency of social engagement with valued others that's truly central.  

3.  Relationships may help regulate emotional functioning- that is, interacting with spouses and friends can 

serve to help people manage emotional responses in constructive, less stress-amplifying ways than would 

more isolated people.

We know that social engagement has a variety of bene�its, while isolation is tied to assorted problems.  Indeed, 

many bene�its of SAIL membership are exemplars of this crucial connection. However, research, as well as common 

sense, tells us that it's not as simple as “social contact is good.” It depends on the type of contact, with whom, how 

frequently, and under what conditions.  Playing bridge weekly with friends is not equivalent to working daily with 

petty, hostile coworkers or prolonged living with boorish or abusive family members. Clearly it's important to 

identify the types of social experiences that truly predict healthy outcomes. 

PsychLines

Health	and	Well-Being

Marty Amerikaner



Just prior to my 50th High School Reunion in July, I joined SAIL.  It had been on the back burner until I met Jack 

Young on the road towards Howard's Farm. He is a wonderful ambassador for the organization.  

A Member's Story

December	Birthdays

I was due for elective surgery on August 16.  By the time I went car shopping, started physical therapy for my leg, 

completed tons of paperwork for three different insurance agencies, I was getting close to the date of surgery.  At 

the last minute, the friend who was going to drive me to Johns Hopkins, stay overnight, and bring me home backed 

out.  My son was somewhat frantic.  He had joined me for pre-op appointments, but his job had scheduled him for a 

presentation the morning of my surgery.  

Editor's	note:	We	were	so	pleased	to	get	Sue's	story.		If	any	other	members	have	had	an	experience	with	a	volunteer	

that	they	would	like	to	share,	we'd	be	happy	to	print	it.	

Birthdays

Shepherdstown, WV

Carl Moore

Howard Wachtel

John Splaine

Sue Pellish

Norma Siler

Marellen Aherne

Congratulations to SAIL for reaching over 100 members.  I'm excited to meet new friends and hopefully return the 

favor for someone else.  My next request may be to help me get a Christmas tree on top of my new car, set the tree 

up, and maybe we can have a SAIL Holiday gathering.

Vicky Thomas

Linda Spatig

I called SAIL.  This was a big request.  I needed someone to drive me to Hopkins in Columbia MD., stay overnight, 

wait �ive hours and drive me home.   I was just about to cancel the appointment when Volunteer Coordinator Linda 

O'Brien called me back with the news that she had found a volunteer!  What a feat.  My new friend joined me for 

the trip to White Marsh.  We had a fun early dinner.  I took care of her room and meals.  The next morning while it 

was still dark, I was delivered to Outpatient Surgery!   I can't thank SAIL enough for �inding this wonderful 

volunteer who was up for the adventure.  

138 N. Tamarac Dr.

Not long after that, I was on my way home from my 50th in DuBois, PA.  I came around a turn on rt. 522, doing the 

speed limit with three car lengths between my car and the red Jeep in front of me.  The woodsy turn blocked my 

vision and the red Jeep had stopped in the right hand lane to make an illegal left hand turn.  All I could see was red.  

My Volvo came to a stop just before touching the Jeep.  In a matter of moments a brand new black Mercedes 

crashed into me, jarring my right leg.  

When the dust settled, I �inally had a rental car after two days, and was back in Shepherdstown. 

February	Birthdays

Diana Eldridge

Mandy Staffa

Jeffrey Stead

Cathy Lewis

Joan Ergin

January	Birthdays

Charles Brown

Mark Smith

Betty Snyder

Diane Kradel

John Landolt

Woody Garrett

Paul Kradel

Linda Smith

Ed Moore

Phil Post
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Report on Service Providers

Of	Note

By Jack Kendall

Contact Ted Walton for tickets which are $32.00 ($23.00 for seniors) at 1-304-282-0694 or 

twalton_1998@yahoo.com

Hear This! Stories Across Generations 

Thursday, March 12, 2020 

During this past year, SAIL's of�ice has used the Vendors List to pass on members' 

recommendations for services including housecleaning, window washing, driveway repaving, weeding, power 

washing, and air conditioning.  So when in need of a recommendation, please call Linda O'Brien at the SAIL of�ice, 

304-870-7245.

Erma Ora Byrd Hall 

For	Your	Holiday	Pleasure

7:00 pm

Old Opera House in Charles Town  

An evening of storytelling by seniors and students

Majestic Theatre in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania,  December 21 and 22 at 2:00 PM

The famous Christmas story, “Christmas Carol,”  a re-imagined telling of Charles Dickens'  story about 

�inding the reason for the season: Hope and family. 

This special storytelling event is the climax of SAIL's year-long project of Shepherd students and SAIL members 

interviewing each other about experiences and events that shaped their lives.

“Kris Kringle a Musical.” The Musical  Kris travels to the North Pole to help Santa and Mrs. Claus thwart  an 

evil toy maker who threatens to destroy Christmas. December15 at 2:30 PM -

Stories followed by a Reception of Latte and Lovely Desserts

 At the beginning of the year, Jack Kendall took over maintenance of SAIL's Vendors 

List from Jim Bauman, who had compiled and updated this list of member-

recommended service providers for several years.  The list has been expanded this 

year to re�lect members' new recommendations of individuals and �irms providing a 

wide range of services.  

Members are encouraged to contact SAIL's of�ice whenever they have additional 

service provider recommendations or when they need help �inding a reputable 

service provider, whether it be to �ind and repair a roof leak, install a new hard drive 

on a computer, or cater a party.  A member may also ask for assistance in �inding a 

provider for a service not presently included on the Vendors List.  

J

“The Nutcracker,” Saturday, December 21, 1:00 p.m.

Save	the	Date!

Contact Ted Walton for tickets which are $12.00 at 1-304-282-0694 or twalton_1998@yahoo.com

Jack Kendall

mailto:twalton_1998@yahoo.com
mailto:twalton_1998@yahoo.com
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Features

½	Cup	Preserved	Orange	Peel

1	Cup	Pitted	Dried	Apricots	

1	Tart	Apple,	Peeled	and	Chopped										3	T	Cornstarch	dissolved	in	¼	Cup	Water

Soak	dried	fruit	in	6	cups	water	for	an	hour.

1	Cup	Pitted	Prunes

¼	tsp.	Ground	Cardamom																								½	Cup	Sugar

by Suzie Patrick

SAIL	member,	Clara	Castelar,	came	to	the	United	States	from	Brazil	as	a	young	bride	and	settled	into	her	husband's	

Norwegian	community	in	North	Dakota.		There	she	picked	up	some	of	the	Scandinavian	culture	along	with	

traditional	recipes	handed	down	in	the	family.		The	warm,	spicy	fruit	compote	recipe	Clara	shares	below	will	be	

welcome	on	the	cold	evenings	ahead.	

 6	Cups	Water

2	Sticks	Cinnamon																																					1	Cup	Pomegranate	Juice

	                    

RECIPE CORNER “Winter is a Comin' In”

	

	

Add	pomegranate	juice,	spices	and	sugar.		Simmer	for	half	an	hour,	stirring	every10	minutes.

Add	cornstarch	dissolved	in	water	in	the	�inal	5	minutes.

Optional:		A	pinch	of	powdered	nutmeg	or	cloves	spices	this	up.

1	Cup	Raisins

Add	chopped	apple	in	the	�inal	10	minutes.

FRUKTSUPPE

Six generous servings that can be spiked with rum and topped with cream or ice cream.

10
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Vergangenheitsaufarbeitung: or, Working off the Past
By Marellen Johnson Aherne

The water fountains indicated “Whites Only” and “Blacks Only.” I froze in place 

never having seen anything like this. I was 15 and in Birmingham, Alabama.  It was 

1965 and I was in the South for the �irst time.  Again, it was 1972 and I was 22.  I 

turned the corner of the museum I'd entered and in front of me, in a glass case, was 

a striped uniform once worn by a prisoner of Dachau, a concentration camp in 

Germany.  Once again I froze in place unable to catch my breath.  These were 

seminal moments in my life.  They changed me inalterably and my view of the 

world.  When I think about those experiences today my body still tenses and tears 

spring to my eyes.  

With	our	Winter	newsletter,	we	usher	out	the	old	year.		Once	again	I	am	�illed	with	gratitude	to	all	the	wonderful	

contributors	who	make	this	newsletter	possible:		The	writers,	Agnes	Freund	who	patches	everything	together,	Melinda	

Landolt	who	proofs	every	letter	and	dot,	Jack	Young	who	covers	SAIL		activities	with	his	camera	and,	yes,	Margie	Knott	

who	goes	out	winter	and	summer	to	deliver	our	newsletter	to	locations	throughout	the	town.		Thank	you,	too,	to	Carolyn	

Rodis	who	is	always	appreciative	of	what	we	do	here	and	for	her	years	of	great	leadership	of	SAIL.		Finally,	a	thank	you	to	

Marty	Amerikaner	for	his	insightful	articles	like	the	one	in	this	issue.		Reading	it	makes	one	thankful	for		SAIL	for	

providing	the	kind	of	positive	relationships	he	says	we	need	to	stay	at	the	top	our	game.		

Edwinna Bernat, Editor

Thanks	to	“PastBook”	for	this	edifying	bit	of	information:

Christmas	“Time”

Post	Script

Santa stretches time like a rubber band, in order to deliver all the gifts in one night. According to the United Nations 

Children's Fund (UNICEF), there are 2,106 million children under age 18 in the world. If we assume that each 

household has in average 2.5 children, Santa would have to make 842 million stops on Christmas Eve, traveling 221 

million miles. Given the different time zones, Santa has 36 hours to deliver gifts, therefore his average speed would be 

approximately 650 miles per second. It is less than the speed of light (therefore, it's theoretically doable but still quite 

hard for a chubby old man). Larry Silverberg, a professor of mechanical and aerospace engineering at North Carolina 

State University, suggests that Santa uses relativity clouds to get the work done. Relativity clouds, based on relative 

physics, allow Santa to stretch time like a rubber band which gives him months to deliver gifts, while only a few 

minutes pass for the rest of us.

Susan Neiman's new book, “Learning from the Germans: Race and the Memory of 

Evil,” explores the concept of vergangenheitsaufarbeitung, a German word with no 

equivalency in any other language.  Neiman analyses the often delayed, �lawed, and 

yet determined way in which the German people have publicly found ways to work 

off their past by acknowledging their shame and responsibility for the Holocaust.  

Using their work as an example, Neiman then tackles the ways in which America 

has and has not dealt with the shame and responsibility for the institution of 

slavery.

Neiman, an American philosopher, has spent nearly forty years living off and on in Berlin.  Her work is erudite yet 

accessible.  It is not emotionally an easy read.  But, I found it to be an essential one.
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